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Research and Application on Method of Solving Knapsack 
Problem based on Clustering Analysis 
Abstract 
Knapsack problem is a classical combinatorial optimization problem. It has been 
researched by numerous researchers from various perspectives, and various ideas in 
algorithm design come into being. Because of the property of NP-complete in 
knapsack problem, how to make balance between time efficiency and precision 
becomes the main factor in algorithm design of knapsack problem.Recent years, data 
mining is one of the fastest developing technologies in information field. Because data 
mining has powerful function to discover useful knowledge, we use it to find similar 
state space of knapsack problem, and then reduce it.  
The paper sums up the background of knapsack problem, recent development 
and future trend, analyzes the property, kinds of mathematical models and strategy of 
algorithm design. After finished the above basic work, we propose our theoretic 
innovation, and build the model for solving knapsack problem based on clustering 
analysis. Then we use the model to solve 0/1 knapsack problem, subset-sum problem 
and multidimensional knapsack problem. In the experimental part, we evaluate 
performance of the model, and then we find out that model has good performance and 
stable approximate factor, and it can find balance between time efficiency and 
accuracy. The innovative points of our paper states as follows: 
(1) Based on the mastery of the core technology and idea of data mining, we 
combine classical knapsack problem and emerging data mining technology, and 
then propose a model for solving knapsack problem based on clustering analysis. 
(2) The model has well expansibility, it can use more conformable module according 
to the different instance. In the course of reduction of knapsack problem, the 
model can carry out learning unsupervised, get rid of similar state space, and 
make advantaged condition for expansion of state space. 
(3) Based on the model, we implement algorithms for 0/1 knapsack problem, 
subset-sum problem, and multidimensional knapsack problem. 
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遗传算法（SGA，Simple Genetic Algorithm）、混合遗传算法（HGA，Hybrid Genetic 















（ACO，Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm）是 20 世纪 90 年代初意大利学者
Dorigo，Maniezzo提出的，它是依照蚂蚁觅食原理设计的一个群体智能算法；粒

























的基础上，提出了一个量子算法去求解 0/1 背包问题。 
同时，借助一些当代出现的新技术，例如人工神经网络（ANN，Artificial 
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